
SavaDx Exposed
A revolutionary diagnostic for Alzheimer’s Disease

or

a scam of scientifically illiterate investors?



What is SavaDx?

A simple blood test that can detect AD before symptom onset



How good is SavaDx?

SavaDx can distinguish:
-Healthy elderly from Alzheimer’s patients with 98% accuracy 
-Mild impaired (MCI) from Alzheimer’s patients 92% accuracy



So how does SavaDx work?

SavaDx is not protected by patents, so the details are secret. 

The company has not disclosed how brain FlnA is measured in blood.



Seriously, how does SAVADx work?
Company grants refer to a ratio of two protein fragments,

but data are presented as a single protein band?
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Do we have a winner?

A company presentation 
labels SavaDx as the ratio of 
the Alpha-7 nicotinic receptor 
to FLNA

Which ties in with Dr Wang’s 
discovery in a grant for SavaDx

It would all make sense, except 
there are no working antibodies for alpha-7



What’s under the hood?

We found a clue of the proteins Cassava claims to 
measure in SavaDx (which they’ve tried to hide)

Looking at Cassava’s NIH grant, one page had an 
unredacted reference to 90kDa FLNA

The “FLNA 90kDa” reference is indexed by Google to 
a PDF. 

Opening up that PDF and removing the labels          
revealed the true labels in a hidden layer!

Before After

https://twitter.com/search?q=%24SAVA&src=cashtag_click


Confirmation received in the email

Email between Drs Wang & Xu contains results 
of a Western Blot analysis of two proteins of 
90 & 280 kDa

FLNA lysate is used as a positive control, 
therefore the assay targets the 90 and 280kDa 
fragments of FLNA

In the analysis we see the 90/280 kDa ratio 
calculations, plus the 28d vs 0d ratio

Finally, we have the answer to what SavaDx 
actually is: the ratio of 90/280 kDA FLNA 

But more questions arise...

FIOA of Email Communications of Dr. Wang



Miraculous Wang: the one-band man
While SavaDx is the ratio of two protein fragments - only a single band was presented in the AAIC poster

The blots presented used SavaDx Ab1 - which we now know to be the 90kDa FlnA fragment (see slide 7)

The company removed its own description from a subsequent version of the poster available on their website

If only we had some FlnA Western blots from those patients...
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Xu did those experiments?

An email exchange between Dr Qiang 
Xu - a co-author of the AAIC Poster - 
and Dr Wang was included in FOIA’d 
material

The Xu lab email contains the original 
Western blot films along with the 
quantification results for 12 patients - 
plus identification numbers

7 of those numbers match the IDs in 
the SavaDx poster presented at AAIC

Presto! We are unblinded!

FOIA’d email AAIC Poster Presentation

You are never going to guess what happened next...



Xu Lab 2021-01-24 16h24m00s M1WSHR

280kDA-->

 0       28  0        28  0        28

03-004 03-006 03-011

Xu lab raw data directly contradicts Cassava poster
1/4
We see an entirely different band for FlnA detected with much weaker staining...

              

*The raw gel includes both 90 and 280kDA FLNA fragments whereas the poster only shows 90kDA protein

90kDA->

100mgPbo100mg

110kDA->



Xu Lab 2021-01-24 16h31m11s M2WSHR

280kDA-->

 0       28  0        28  0        28

05-005 06-002 06-005

Xu lab raw data directly contradicts Cassava poster
2/4
...while the pattern of FlnA reduction that Cassava claims is not confirmed either visually (below) or 
by Xu’s image quantitation (slide 14)...

              

*The raw gel includes both 90 and 280kDA FLNA fragments whereas the poster only shows 90kDA protein

90kDA->

PboPboPbo

110kDA->



Xu Lab 2021-01-24 16h39m04s M3WSHR

280kDA-->

 0       28  0        28  0        28

06-008 07-008 12-001

Xu lab raw data directly contradicts Cassava poster
3/4
...and no 110kDa pre-cursor in the blot presented in AAIC 2021 

              

*The raw gel includes both 90 and 280kDA FLNA fragments whereas the poster only shows 90kDA protein

90kDA->

100mg

110kDA->



Xu lab raw data directly contradicts Cassava poster
4/4

● Xu data doesn’t overlap for ANY patients

● 2/7 patients off the scale (262 & 350%)

● SavaDx assay does not categorize by treatment

 

Xu FOIA data injects some REALITY

into Cassava’s UNREAL success story  

Using Xu’s own quantification from email:



Summary: The State* of SavaDx

● Based on Western Blot quantification = outdated

● Not patented and not a trade secret = $0

● “Validation” clinical trial for 2021 = Cancelled

● Does not show effect of Simufilam treatment = 0% accurate

● Discovered emails suggest numbers totally fabricated = Fraud?

*Stay tuned, more FIOA emails by Christmas!
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/ekmf6ddbdl4fc6d/CUNY%20foil%20gels%20and%20raw%20data.pdf?dl=0
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How does this revelation relate to Simufilam MOA? 
Taking SavaDx results at face value suggests dysregulation of FlnA cleavage in AD patients

This core hypothesis has never been reported by Cassava or ANY OTHER labs 

In AD, 280kDa FlnA appears cleaved to 90kDA in excess

If so, the Poster (slide 14) suggests that:

● simufilam acts by blocking the cleavage of FlnA to a 
90kDa fragment

This can be easily tested by checking whether simufilam 
blocks the activity of Calpain, the cleaving enzyme that turns 
280kDA Flna to 90kDa

We find the implied MOA and scientific rationale

● Laughably unsubstantiated
● Inconsistent with Cassava claims so far
● Contrary to FlnA functions in literature   Protein 1 = 90kDA FlnA

Protein 2 = 280kDA FlnA


